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Classic Use Cases for MT

Assimilation – user pulls translation

“Gisting” – Google Translate / browser integration

Full-sentence MT

Main focus of the research community

Dissemination – translator pushes content

Intent to communicate

“Post-editing” – MT as productivity enhancer

Main focus of the translation industry
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MT for Dissemination

Intrinsic quality requirement

Today: implies human-in-the-loop (translator and/or reviewer)

Industry: quality not measured rigorously...

Low MT penetration in industry (20–30% of LSPs?)

LSPs that used MT grew 3.5x faster from 2013–2015
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Current Technologies

Translation memory: bitext retrieval [Arthern 1979]

Provenance: provided by buyer, or curated by translator

Highly domain-specific

Updates as the translator works

Term base: a bilingual lexicon

É Known provenance, highly domain-specific, updates during
use
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Computer-Aided Translation (CAT) Tools

SDL Trados Studio 2015

CAT tool: text editor with productivity enhancements

É Translation memories and term bases

É Basic post-editing of (static) MT
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What’s wrong with Basic Post-editing?

Provenance / quality: translator doesn’t
“trust” the output

Domain mismatch: newswire/crawl vs.
software, medical, legal

Static: doesn’t learn, repeats mistakes
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A Bit of History

THE PRESENT STATE OF RESEARCH ON 
MECHANICAL TRA NSLA TION 

YEHOSHUA BAR-HILLEL* 

One of the interesting examples of the in- 
fluence which a newly invented tool may exert 
in opening up fresh lines in theoretical re-  
search and in advancing new techniques for the 
solution of old problems is provided by the 
r ise  of electronic computers. They were orig- 
inally designed to solve certain mathematical 
problems quicker than the human brain could 
but it soon turned out that their components, 
in which elementary logical and computational 
operations could be carried out at extremely 
high speed, might well be recombined to yield 
similar results in noncomputational fields. 

When electronic computers were still in 
their infancy, in 1945, the question was raised 
whether a computer-like machine could not be 
designed that would automatically translate 
from one language to another. The story of 
this idea is told by the man who apparently 
conceived it first, Dr. Warren Weaver, Direc- 
tor of the Natural Sciences Division of the 
Rockefeller Foundation, in a memorandum of 
July 15, 1949. This memorandum aroused con- 
siderable interest, followed by some active 
research. Some of the first steps towards a 
solution of the problem of mechanical trans- 
lation are  described in another memorandum 
by Dr. Weaver, dated March 6, 1951. 

achieved up to the end of 1951. They involve 
a clearer understanding of the aims of machine 
translation, of various possible divisions of 
labor between man and machine in a transla- 
tion partnership, and of the preliminary steps 
that have to be taken before the final solution 
of the problem can be found. Some of these 
steps seem to have independent value and es-  
pecially the task of providing for an opera- 
tional syntax (see ref. 4) is a challenge that 
should appeal to structurally- minded linguists 
and give a new twist  to their investigations. 

The present paper summarizes the results 

AIMS 
Interest in mechanical translation (MT) 

may ar i se  through sheer intellectual curiosity 
concerning a problem whose solution, perhaps 
even attempted solutions, will  in all probabil- 
ity provide valuable insights into the function- 
ing of linguistic communication. Interest may 
also ar ise  from many practical standpoints. 
One of these is the urgency of having foreign 
language publications, mainly in the fields of 
science, finance, and diplomacy, translated 
with high accuracy and reasonable speed: the 
scarcity of expert bilinguals is causing a log 
jam in scientific translation which is costing 
research an amount that can hardly be esti- 
mated but might well run into millions of dol- 
l a rs  yearly, due to the fact that important sci-  
entific methods and results a r e  not made 
available in time or  perhaps not at  all to re- 
search workers. Another is the need of high- 
speed, though perhaps low-accuracy, scanning 
through the hugh printed output [of actual o r  
potential enemies,] in newspapers, journals, 
propaganda leaflets, etc. These two aims are 
only partly overlapping, but a good method of 
achieving one of them would probably be of 
great help in attacking the other, since we ap- 
parently have here another case of a well- 
known situation where accuracy may be traded 
for speed, and vice versa. 

PURE MT 
It seems obvious that fully automatic MT, 

i.e. one without human intervention between 
putting the foreign text into the reading organ 
of the mechanical translator and reading off 
its output, is achievable only at the price of 
inaccuracy, if only for the reason that no 
method is feasible, for the t ime being, by which 
the machine would eliminate semantical ambi- 
guities. Such an achievement would require 

"Research Laboratory of Electronics ,  Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

229 

For high accuracy . . . pure MT has to be

given up in favor of mixed MT in

which a human brain intervenes.

[Bar-Hillel 1951]
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A Bit of History

As soon as the aim of MT is lowered to

that of high quality translation by a

machine-post-editor partnership, the

decisive problem becomes to

determine the region of optimality in

the continuum of possible divisions

of labor.

Region of optimality: interactive MT!

[Bar-Hillel 1960]
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A Bit of History

[Bisbey and Kay 1972]
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Mixed-initiative Systems

Translation is a classic mixed-initiative task

Mixed-initiative A human-computer discourse in
which each party takes turns driving the task

Principles of Mixed-initiative User Interfaces [Horvitz 1999]

Basic Post-editing Violates Horvitz’ Principle

Provenance / trust #11–remember recent interactions

Static #9–collaborative refinement

Domain mismatch #12–learn by observing

String manipulation #8–graceful degradation
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PE User Experience?

PEMT is one of the biggest cons ever perpetrated in this
industry.... —ProZ user post, 4 June 2014

Advantages of post-editing machine translation

Evidence: [Beyer 1965; Church and Hovy 1993; O’Brien and Moorkens 2014]
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Prior Work: One-slide Summary

Basic post-editing

Makes translators faster (c. 2010 research)

Produces higher quality (c. 2013)

Qualitative assessment: still poor, esp. for experts [O’Brien and
Moorkens 2014]

State of Interactive MT (c. 2014)

Speed / quality assessment: no better than PE

Translators like the idea, in practice suggestions are
distracting
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2014: Predictive Translation Memory
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Interactions

Source comprehension – simple lexicon, source coverage

Target gisting – partial and complete suggestions

Target generation – autocomplete, re-ordering

Informed by Horvitz’ (1999) mixed-initiative principles
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Source Comprehension

Horvitz #6 – allowing efficient direct invocation and termination

18



Target Generation | Autocomplete

Horvitz #5 – employing dialog to resolve key uncertainties
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Human Subjects Experimental Design

Task Translate French-English or English-German

Conditions Post-edit (pe) and PTM

Expert Subjects 16 per language pair (from Proz)

Source Data ≈3,000 tokens of News / Medical / Software

Three research questions:

1. Does PTM reduce time?

2. Does PTM increase quality?

3. Do subjects use interactive aids?
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Question #1 | Quality

Fr-En

En-De

0 20 40 60

47.2

47.4

52.7

46.7 pe
ptm

Expected Wins (pseudo-%)

PTM is better for Fr-En (p < 0.05)
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Question #2 | Time

Fr-En

En-De

0 20 40 60 80

54.6

63.3

46.0

51.8

ptm
pe

avg. seconds / sentence

PTM is slower for En-De (p < 0.01)
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Time: Learning curve?

Post-edit mode was easier at first, but the interactive mode

was better once I got used to it.

If I had time to use the interactive tool and grow

accustomed to its way of functioning, it would be quite

useful...

I am used to this [post-edit], this is how Trados works.

23
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Question #3 | Interactive Usage

The Contribution of End-Users to the TransType2 Project       199

This target-text mediated interactive MT is certainly a intriguing idea – but will it
work? Only the system’s intended end-users, i.e. professional translators, can answer
that question. The TransType2 (henceforth TT2) Consortium includes two translation
firms, one in Canada (Société Gamma Inc.) and one in Spain (Celer Soluciones S.L.).
These partners play a very important role in the TT2 project, serving to balance its
ambitious research program with the concrete needs of real end-users. The project
provides for various channels through which the end-users can interact with the
research teams who are developing the translation engines. One of the most important
of these are the user trials that begin about half-way through the project and continue
right up to its conclusion, at month thirty-six.

In the following section, we describe in more detail the role of these end-users in
the TransType2 project. In section 3, we present the protocol for the latest round of
user evaluations, which have just been completed at Société Gamma and at Celer
Soluciones. In section 4, we report on the main results obtained in those trials –
results which are necessarily tentative, since the project still has more than a year to
run. In the final section, we draw some conclusions about the future of IMT.

Fig. 1.  Snapshot of a TransType session

2 The Role of End-Users in the TT2 Project

TransType2 is a three-year research project that was officially launched in March
2002. In Europe, it is funded under the EC’s Fifth Framework Program, and in
Canada by both the federal government (through NSERC) and by the Quebec

TransType – users typed 69% of text [Langlais and Lapalme 2002]
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Question #3 | Interactive Usage

Typing

Interactive Aids

0 20 40 60 80

17.0

83.0

% of text entered

TransType – users typed 69% of text [Langlais and Lapalme 2002]
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End of 2014: Open Problems

Online adaptation

Not online, no domain adaptation

Not tuned for prefixes

Prefix decoding was poor

Low next word accuracy

No diversity

UI issues

Dropdown is distracting

High learning curve

Subjects didn’t use / discover lexicon
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Hierarchical Incremental Adaptation

Goal: Reduce repeated MT errors

É After each segment is translated, update the model

É Translation model: updates to features and weights

É Hierarchical domains: genres and documents
Root Domain

Patents Genre News Genre Lectures Genre

Each document has 3 domains: root, its genre, & the document itself

EMNLP15: [Wuebker et al. 2015]
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Incremental Adaptation: Approach

Weight adaptation

É Feature augmentation (FEDA) [Daumé III 2007]

→ all weights are replicated for all domains

É For each example (ƒ , e), active domain features are added

É SGD with AdaGrad [Duchi et al. 2011]

Translation model adaptation

É Learn separate genre-specific translation model features

É Stream-based updates with suffix arrays [Levenberg et al. 2010]
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Incremental Adaptation: Workflow

Initialize: baseline weights t

For each new sentence pair (ƒ , e):

1. Stochastic weight update t+1

2. align (ƒ , e) via forced decoding or IBM-2

⇒ obtain alignment 

3. add (ƒ , e, ) to genre-specific translation model corpora
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Incremental Adaptation: Experiments

German→English training data

É 6.4M parallel sentences: WMT 2015 + Patents (PatTr)

É 4B monolingual English tokens

Test data

É News (WMT)

É Lectures (IWSLT)

É Patents (PatTR)

MT system

Phrasal decoder w/ 5gm LM [Green et al. 2014]

32



Incremental Adaptation: Results

Lectures News Patents
BLEU(%) BLEU(%) BLEU(%)

baseline 25.8 24.9 49.0
+ genre weights 26.6 (+0.8) 25.1 (+0.2) 49.4 (+0.4)

+ genre TM 27.7 (+1.9) 25.7 (+0.8) 53.2 (+4.2)

+ document weights 28.0 (+2.2) 25.7 (+0.8) 53.4 (+4.4)
+ sparse features 28.1 (+2.3) 25.9 (+1.0) 54.3 (+5.3)

Boldface: statistically significant gain (p < 0.05) vs. baseline
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End of 2014: Open Problems

Online adaptation

Not online, no domain adaptation

Not tuned for prefixes

Prefix decoding was poor

Low next word accuracy

No diversity

UI issues

Dropdown is distracting

High learning curve

Subjects didn’t use / discover lexicon
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Prefix-Constrained Translation Inference

A user enters a prefix, MT system predicts the rest

Example:
Yemeni media report that there is traffic chaos in the capital.

Once the user has typed:
Jemenitische Medien berichten von einem Verkehrschaos

The system suggests:
in der Hauptstadt.
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Prefix-Constrained Translation Inference

A user enters a prefix, MT system predicts the rest

Example:
Yemeni media report that there is traffic chaos in the capital.

Once the user has typed:
Jemenitische Medien berichten von einem Verkehrschaos

The system suggests:
in der Hauptstadt.

É Align the prefix to the source to determine what remains
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Prefix-Constrained Translation Inference

A user enters a prefix, MT system predicts the rest

Example:
Yemeni media report that there is traffic chaos in the capital.

Once the user has typed:
Jemenitische Medien berichten von einem Verkehrschaos

The system suggests:
in der Hauptstadt.

Align the prefix to the source to determine what remains

É Predict a suffix for the prefix
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Inference: Baseline

Prior work [Barrachina et al. 2008; Ortiz-Martínez et al. 2009]

É Standard beam search (force decoding)

One beam per source cardinality

É Discard all hypotheses that violate prefix ep

38



Inference: Target Beam Search

1. Phrase alignment of source ƒ and prefix ep
É Associate each beam with target cardinality

2. Generate suffix es with standard beam search
É Copy partial hypotheses to source beams
É Standard cube-pruning beam search
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Prefix Tuning

Example:
Yemeni media report that there is traffic chaos in the capital.

Prefix: Jemenitische Medien berichten von einem Verkehrschaos
Suffix: in der Hauptstadt.

⇒ Hierarchical, incremental tuning [Wuebker et al. 2015]

Four feature domains:

É ROOT

É PREFIX

É SUFFIX

É OVERLAP

40
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Results: Phrase-based

English→French

newstest2014
pxBleu WPA KSR

baseline 40.9 38.0 61.7
target beam 44.1 +3.2 49.4 +11.4 51.1 -10.6
prefix tuning 44.7 +0.6 50.9 +1.5 50.5 -0.6

WPA Word Prediction Accuracy: next-word % [Koehn et al. 2014]

pxBleu Prefix-Bleu: suffix Bleu

KSR Key-Stroke-Ratio [Och et al. 2003]
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Neural Machine Translation

Architecture:

É Encoder-decoder with attention [Luong et al. 2015]

logp(e|ƒ ) =
∑|e|

=1 logp(e|e<, ƒ )

É e< can be interpreted as target prefix ep

Only modification for prefix-constraint:

É Condition on user prefix ep instead of hypothesis generated
by beam search
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Results: Prefix NMT

English→German

autodesk
Bleu pxBleu WPA sec/seg

target beam 44.5 62.2 46.0 0.051

NMT single 40.6 -3.9 61.2 -1.0 52.3 +6.3 1.6
NMT ensem. 44.3 -0.2 64.7 +2.5 54.9 +8.9 7.7
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End of 2014: Open Problems

Online adaptation

Not online, no domain adaptation

Not tuned for prefixes

Prefix decoding was poor

Low next word accuracy

No diversity

UI issues

Dropdown is distracting

High learning curve

Subjects didn’t use / discover lexicon
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Lilt | 2015

Team: Joern Wuekber, Saša Hasan, Spence Green, John DeNero

Mission: Make translation accessible via language technology

Early Engineering Challenges:

É Worldwide response time < 400ms (typing speed)

É Compute / cost optimization
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Lilt Demo



Lilt in Production

First large team project using Lilt, May 2016:

É 1.77M words, 6 language pairs, 2 weeks

É 100 translators working with shared models

Languages words / hour

En-Nl 1,053

En-De 888

En-Pt 820

En-Es 701

En-It 608

En-Fr 464

all 731
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Comments from Translators

I was playing with the App a few minutes ago, it is very user

friendly and I love that it learns from you!

oh, yeah! I finished my project faster than I thought and I

didn’t know how to use the tool beforehand.

Great breakthrough! This is the MT that I (and I believe,

many translators) have been waiting for.
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